Accelerate Learning Transforms Science Education Worldwide
with Stemscopes Science Powered by CNN
Next-generation digital curriculum combines hands-on investigations and exclusive CNN content to
engage and inspire K-12 students to explore real-world science
HOUSTON – Jan. 23, 2018 – Accelerate Learning, a global leader in science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM) education, announced today a new platform using the best of CNN’s digital
content to create a new science education product. This provides a new way to teach science and
create the next generation of scientists, explorers, and problem solvers with the new Stemscopes™
Science powered by CNN digital curriculum.
Stemscopes Science powered by CNN combines the award-winning Stemscopes K-12 digital science
curriculum with content carefully curated from the best of CNN’s world-renowned news and current
events archive. The next-generation science solution challenges students to innovate, create, and
problem solve while connecting them to real-world events and issues that affect their lives. It includes a
variety of assessments, from multiple-choice to claim-evidence-reasoning assessments, as well as
extensive support for teachers such as embedded professional development and instructional resources
to support a differentiated learning experience for each student.
“For years, educators have struggled to provide students with engaging, inquiry-based instruction that
not only builds a deep understanding in science but connects it to the real world,” said Dr. Vernon
Johnson, president and CEO of Accelerate Learning. “Stemscopes Science powered by CNN solves that
challenge by connecting a rigorous, hands-on science curriculum with timely, relevant content from
CNN. It provides teachers with an easy-to-implement solution to give their students unprecedented
opportunities to investigate scientific phenomena and spark a desire to understand what makes these
wonders possible.”
Incubated in the teacher development lab at Rice University and developed by Accelerate Learning,
Stemscopes was built from the ground up to the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).
Stemscopes Science powered by CNN expands upon the comprehensive online curriculum and handson investigations with illustrative content from CNN. CNN VR (Virtual Reality) takes this to the next level
with immersive experiences that stimulate the senses and bring science to life.
Greg Beitchman, VP Content and Partnerships, CNN International Commercial: “Science is a key part of
our storytelling and we have run an extensive tagging process of our archive and are delighted to share
the best of our content with young scientists via the Stemscopes Science powered by CNN platform.”
Stemscopes Science powered by CNN is built using HTML5, enabling anytime access from any mobile
device, tablet, or computer. It will be available in all countries outside the U.S. through ministries of
education, schools and in country distributors worldwide in February 2018.
To request a program sample preview or to purchase Stemscopes Science powered by CNN, visit
http://stemscopes.science.
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About CNN International Commercial
CNN International Commercial (CNNIC) is the division of Turner International responsible for the business
operations of CNN’s properties outside of the United States. All the commercial activities for brands such
as CNN International, CNN en Español, CNN Arabic, CNN Style, CNNMoney and Great Big Story are
aligned within the division. This encompasses the advertising sales, sponsorship partnerships, commercial
content development, content sales, brand licensing, distribution and out-of-home operations, business
development and marketing for the world’s leading international news provider. CNNIC is a recognised
industry leader in international advertising sales and its use of award-winning commercial content,
produced through its Create unit and driven by its advanced data usage and digital capabilities,
has resulted in strong and enduring partnerships with many of the world’s most recognised brands. Its
Content Sales and Licensing unit has relationships with more than 1000 affiliates ranging from licensing the
CNN brand through to content supply contracts as well as offering consultancy services. CNNIC has
offices across the world, with key hubs in London, Hong Kong and Miami. For more information
visit http://commercial.cnn.com

